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Automatic Speaker Identification by Sustained Vowel Phonation
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ABSTRACT

A speaker identification scheme using the speaker-based VQ codebook of a sustained vowel is proposed and tested. With the pitch synchronous LPC vector of the sustained vowel /i/ as a feature vector, a VQ codebook size of 4 was found to be suitable to characterize each speaker’s feature space. For 40 normal speakers (20 males, 20 females), we achieved the correct identification rate of 99.4% with a training data set, and 89.4% with a test data set with speech samples of only 50 pitch periods.

I. Introduction

Automatic speaker identification by machine has received a great deal of attention by speech researchers. The objective of a speaker identification system is to determine the identity of the person by his/her voice from among a known population. The usefulness of identifying a person from the characteristics of his/her voice is increasing with the growing importance of automatic information processing and telecommunications between people and computers*
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for a sustained vowel phonation. As an efficient way of characterizing the speaker-specific features, we used the speaker-based VQ codebook approach.

This paper is organized in the following manner. We first describe the proposed speaker identification scheme in section II. The experimental procedure and results are described with a discussion of our findings in section III. Finally, the summary and conclusion are given in section IV.

II. Speaker Identification Scheme

The proposed speaker identification system is shown in Figure 1. An input vector consists of a pitch synchronous LPC vector, \( x \), and the matrix of correlation terms of speech samples, \( C_x \), associated with the LPC vector \( x \). In order to measure the similarity between two feature vectors, we extended the modified form of the Itakura-Saito distortion measure\(^a\) for the LPC vectors obtained using the covariance method. It is given by

\[
d(x,y) = (x-y)^T C_x (x-y)
\]  

(1)

The similarity between the test input and each speaker's codebook of \( N \) known speakers is calculated using the distortion measure,

\[
D_i = \min_{1 \leq j \leq N} d(x,y_j), \quad 1 \leq i \leq N
\]  

(2)

where \( x \) is the input LPC vector, \( y_j \) is the code-word of speaker \( i \)'s codebook, \( L \) is the size of the codebook and \( d(x,y) \) is a distortion measure defined in (1).

For the given input vectors, each input vector is compared with \( N \) known codebooks using (2), and then assigned to the speaker who had the least distortion. Let \( NR_k \) represent the number of

![Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed speaker identification scheme.](image-url)
assignment occurrences to the speaker #1 for the given input vectors, then the speaker with the largest value of NR becomes the identified speaker. That is, the identification decision is given by

$$\text{identified speaker } s = \arg \max_{l \in \mathbb{N}} NR_l$$

When more than one speakers have the same value of NR, the speaker who has the smallest average distortion for the total input vectors is chosen as the identified speaker.

To reduce the search time and computational burden of all the speakers' codebooks in half, we identified the input speaker's gender prior to determining the speaker's identity. The minimum distance classifier for the template of the LPC spectra for each gender, obtained from the training data set, was used to determine the input speaker's gender\(^{49}\). Therefore, we made two lists of known speakers having their own codebooks, one for male speakers and the other for female speakers, respectively. According to the input speaker's gender, the corresponding gender's codebooks were searched to identify the speaker using the procedure shown in Figure 1.

### III. Experimental Procedure and Results

1. Data Base

Over a period of one month, we collected speech and electroglossography (EGG) data for the sustained vowel /i/ from 40 speakers (20 males, 20 females) during four different recording sessions\(^{46}\). The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th recordings were made two days after, one week after, and about one month after the first recording. Each session recorded the sustained vowel /i/ twice. Both speech and EGG signals were digitized synchronously with a sampling rate of 10kHz, respectively, and 16

bits/sample. We divided the 8 utterances from each speaker into two groups. From one group we obtained 400 sets of pitch synchronous LPC coefficients and correlation terms (100 sets from each utterance) and then they were used for training (VQ codebook generation). For the remaining group, we determined 200 sets of pitch synchronous LPC coefficients and correlation terms (50 sets from each utterance) for testing.

2. Analysis Method

We did the pitch synchronous analysis using the covariance method for the speech samples with the following conditions:

- Filter order: 10 coefficients
- Analysis frame: 1 pitch period
- Frame overlap: none
- Analysis window: Hamming window
- Speech preemphasis factor: 0.9

For the normalization of correlation terms across subjects, the speech signal was normalized using the squared energy, after removing the mean, on

*Figure 2. Typical EGG and differentiated EGG waveforms during a vowel phonation.*
a pitch period basis. Pitch synchronous LPC analysis was done with an aid of differentiated EGG signal for the exact pitch period detection. It is known that the point of maximum negative value in a differentiated EGG signal agrees well with the closing time of vocal folds. Typical EGG and differentiated EGG waveforms for the sustained vowel phonation are shown in Figure 2.

To evaluate the effect of different speaker identification parameters on the performance, we varied:

• The size of the VQ codebook
  We used the codebook size of 1, 2, 4 and 8.

• The number of test input vector
  We performed the speaker identification tests varying the number of test input vectors, i.e., the length of a test speech signal in time domain, from 10 to 50 pitch periods.

• The time span between the training and testing material
  By using the first two recording sessions for training, we examined the effect of intraspeaker variation to the identification performance.

3. Experimental Results

Effect of VQ codebook size. Figure 3 shows the effect of codebook size on the mean and standard deviation of the VQ distortion obtained from the training data set of 40 speakers. A good separation was shown between intraspeaker distortion and interspeaker distortion. Intraspeaker distortion decreased greatly when codebook size increased from 1 to 4, while interspeaker distortion decreased slightly as codebook size increased. A further illustration on the effect of codebook size to the VQ distortion is given in Figure 4, which shows the averages, standard deviations, and histograms of intraspeaker and interspeaker distortions for codebook size 1 and 4. Both codebooks gave good separation between intra- and interspeaker average distortions across all the speakers. The average distortion with codebook size 4 gave better separation than that of codebook size 1.

![Figure 3: Effect of the codebook size.](image)

The speaker identification error rate is plotted as a function of codebook size in Figure 5. The identification error rate decreased when the codebook size increased from 1 to 4. However, increasing the codebook size from 4 to 8 did not reduce the identification error rate.
Effect of test vector length. The identification error rate versus different test vector length is shown in Figure 6. The result shows that the identification error rate decreased slightly as the test vector length increased. However, at the test vector length of 30, the identification error increased.

Effect of different recording sessions. The identification error rate plotted as a function of the recording session number is shown in Figure 7. The codebook was generated from the 200 LPC vectors obtained from the first two recording sessions. Since the first two sets of test vectors are obtained from the utterances recorded in the first two sessions, they gave a significantly better result than other two test sets. Figure 8 shows the identification error rate versus the total number
of recording sessions used for training the VQ codebook. The error rate decreased as more recording sessions were used for training.

![Figure 5](image1)

**Figure 5.** Speaker identification error rate versus codebook size.
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**Figure 6.** Speaker identification error rate versus test vector length.
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**Figure 7.** Speaker identification error rate versus recording session number.

**IV. Summary and Conclusion**

We proposed a speaker identification scheme using the speaker-based VQ codebook of the sustained vowel. With the LPC vector of the sustained vowel as a feature vector, the codebook size of 4 was found to be suitable to represent each speaker’s feature space. With a codebook size of 4, we achieved a correct identification rate of 99.4% for the training data set, and 89.4% for the test data set. We determined that the length of the feature vector (number of speech samples) did not greatly affect the identification performance. Therefore, our speaker identification scheme may be applicable to vowel samples extracted from the running speech. The duration of speech samples used for training the VQ codebook from each utterance was approximately 0.4 to 1.0 sec depending on each speaker’s pitch period. The duration of speech samples used for testing was about 0.2 to 0.5 sec.

The experimental results for the effect of different recording sessions (i.e., the interval between recordings) indicated that even for sustained vowels, large variations occur within a speaker over time. This is in agreement with the results of...
that used isolated digit utterances. Thus, one needs to update the VQ codebook or to include sufficient intraspeaker variability for training the VQ codebook.

The proposed speaker identification system shows promise, especially when we consider that speaker was identified from the population of 40 speakers using only a single vowel phonation. However, identification error rate varied greatly from speaker to speaker. Further studies to reduce the effects of speaker dependence on the system performance are needed. Consideration could be given to using more than one vowel or to varying codebook size depending upon each speaker’s average distortion.
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